the underlying distribution is narrow, or when significant experimental error is present in the data, Monte-Carlo simulation becomes computa tionally impossible.
A new algorithm is presented which avoids these limitations by directly producing randomly distributed data points lying within the column space of the defining inert gas model.
Monte-Carlo simulation is an important
numerical tool which has a critical role in the multiple inert gas elimination technique because it allows a theoretical evaluation of the effects of random error on the Va/Q distributions recovered from inert gas elimination data [1] . The basic equation of inert gas retention [4] relates the retention of an inert gas to the underlying Va/Q distribution:
Here, R is the retention of the inert gas, A is the corresponding blood: gas parti tion coefficient, VQ is the Va/Q ratio, and Q is the fractional perfusion, which is constrained to be nonnegative It is most easily understood step by step:
(1) Perturb the measured retention of one gas with random error of an appropriate magnitude. The estimated retention sets resulting from the two algorithms were not statistically different. 
